Earth Day Challenge

What do you call a rooster with a bad sunburn? A fried chicken.

Complete the multiple choice activity.

____ 1. Warned the public about the long term effects of misusing pesticides
    A. Gaylord Nelson  B. Denis Hayes  C. Rachel Carson  D. Environment

____ 2. The study of the relationships of organisms to their environment
    A. Conservation  B. Ecology  C. Denis Hayes  D. Earth Day

____ 3. Grandmother of Conservation Movement
    A. Ecology  B. Conservation  C. Mardy Murie  D. Recycle

____ 4. Founder of Earth Day
    A. Recycle  B. Gaylord Nelson  C. Earth Day  D. Denis Hayes

____ 5. The act of preserving, guarding, or protecting
    A. Earth Day  B. Rachel Carson  C. Recycle  D. Conservation

    A. Environment  B. Recycle  C. Rachel Carson  D. Earth Day

____ 7. First celebrated on April 22, 1970
    A. Recycle  B. Rachel Carson  C. Earth Day  D. Mardy Murie

____ 8. To process at item such as glass or cans, in order to regain materials for human use
    A. Conservation  B. Recycle  C. Environment  D. Earth Day

____ 9. Activity coordinator for first Earth Day
    A. Environment  B. Recycle  C. Gaylord Nelson  D. Denis Hayes